
Mahatma Gandhi medical College and Research Institute SBV, Puducherry

AETCOM Module Schedule for 1st MBBS (2019-2020)

Module 1.1

What does it mean to be a doctor?

Competency

Method Date

1.Enumerate and describe professional

qualities and roles of a physician
LGT: Interactive Lecture 13.08.19

Movie: The awakenings 14.08.19

2.Describe and discuss the commitment

to lifelong learning as an important part

of physician growth

Panel discussion 20.08.19

3.Describe and discuss the role of a

physician in health care system
Elocution competition 23.08.19

Movie-Doctors touch 24.08.19

4.Iden if  and di c  ph ician  role
and responsibility to society and the

community that she/ he serves

Poster competition on what

it means to be a doctor? 30.08.19

Module 1.2

What does it mean to be a patient?

1.Enumerate and describe professional

qualities and roles of a physician

Exploratory session with

the students asking them to

do a narrative writing

regarding their views on

health, disease and suffering

28/09/19

2. Demonstrate empathy in patient

encounters Hospital visit
02/11/19

SDL
16.11.19

Reflective sessions with FA
23.11.19
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Module 1.3 

The doctor-patient relationship 
 

1.Enumerate and describe professional 
qualities and roles of a physician 
 

Interactive large group 

teaching 
07.12.19 

2. Demonstrate empathy in patient 

encounters 
Video on doctor patient 

relationship 

04/01/2020 

 

 
Case discussion 

18.01.2020 

 

 Reflective sessions with FA  

 
01.02.2020 

Module 1.4 

The foundations of communication - 1 

1. Demonstrate ability to communicate 
to patients in a patient, respectful, 

nonthreatening, non- judgmental and 

empathetic manner 

Interactive large group 

teaching 
15.02.2020 

2.Techniques of Effective 

communication 
Self-directed learning 07.03.2020 

 SDL 21.03.2020 

 Reflective sessions with FA  

 
18.04.2020 

Module 1.5 

The cadaver as our first teacher 

1 Demonstrate respect and follows the 

correct procedure when handling 

cadavers and other 
biologic tissues 

Interactive large group 

teaching 
21.09.19 

 Closing session with 

reflective writing 
25.04.2020 


